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It’s official: Trump secures nod
GOP CONVENTION » Anger
at Clinton unifies crowd in
spite of divided delegations
By ALEXANDER BURNS
AND JONATHAN MARTIN
NEW YORK TIMES

J. SCOTT APPLEWHITE / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Donald Trump Jr. lifts his fist after speaking in support of
his father Tuesday at the GOP convention in Cleveland.

CLEVELAND — Donald Trump
was formally crowned the Republican
nominee for president at the party’s
convention on Tuesday, ending a tumultuous primary season but not the
nagging questions about his polariz-

rallying the Republican Paring candidacy as he once again PLAGARISM
ty, even briefly — were omifound himself embroiled in SCRUTINY
nous denunciations of Hillary
controversy.
Possibility that
With his campaign appear- Melania Trump’s Clinton. Gov. Chris Christie
ing in disarray after his wife, speech had been of New Jersey, a Trump ally
stung by his rejection in the
Melania, delivered a conven- plagiarized cast
hunt to be Trump’s running
tion speech cribbed in part a cloud over the
from one once given by Mi- second day of the mate, rebounded with a call to
chelle Obama, Trump official- convention / A10 arms against Clinton.
Casting himself as her prosly claimed the nomination.
But the gap between Trump and the ecutor in a mock trial, Christie roused
party he now aims to lead yawned as the crowd to spontaneous chants of
“Lock her up!”
wide as ever across the convention.
At times, the only unifying appeals
— the only themes truly capable of
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MORE THAN SUMMER SLUMP » Officials say several factors
have contributed to a drop in supplies for North Coast hospitals

Blood banks signal need

Delonte Hart

Hart
charged
in 2nd
stabbing
Police: Knife, videos,
bloodstained shoes link
him to SR man’s killing
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

KENT PORTER / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

BLOOD DONOR: Marcia Belforte of Santa Rosa gives blood, which is being separated for platelets, Monday at the Blood Centers of the Pacific in Santa Rosa. A regional
slump in blood collections, likely under the influence of several factors, has North Coast medical experts raising alarm bells.
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

combination of increased blood usage at
hospitals, more stringent federal restrictions on who can donate and a typical
summertime blood shortage has led to an alarming drop in supply in the North Coast and across
the country, blood services experts said Monday.
And recent consolidations in the blood service
industry also may have had an impact.
Blood Centers of the Pacific, which serves a
region from San Francisco to the Oregon border,
through northern Nevada and down to Merced, is
currently about 3,000 pints below its ideal inventory of 30,000 pints of blood it needs to provide every
month.

“Summer is a bad time for blood banks,” said
Dr. Thomas Jackson, pathologist and medical
director of Sutter Santa Rosa Regional Hospital’s laboratory services, referring to the single
biggest cause of the current shortage.
With large numbers of people on vacation
during the summer, blood drive events at places
like schools, businesses and churches become
far less frequent, said Jackson, a local expert
in blood banking. But, he said, “the people who
actually need blood, that doesn’t have a seasonal
component, that doesn’t let up in the summer.”
On top of the summer slump in collections, a
significant increase in blood usage by hospitals has
also led to a drop in supplies, said Nicole Anderson,
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FACTORS INFLUENCING
BLOOD DONATIONS
Blood Centers of the Pacific is
currently 3,000 pints below its ideal
inventory of 30,000 pints of blood a
month to service the region. Factors
at play may include:
■ Low seasonal blood donations.
■ Increased federal restrictions for
donors related to Zika infections
and iron levels in men
■ Increased blood usage by
hospitals
■ Recent consolidations in the
blood service industry

Delonte Hart’s shoes were
already stained with blood
when he launched a second
unprovoked attack in downtown Santa Rosa, this time in
a darkened movie theater, police officials said Tuesday.
The blood evidence led detectives to formally arrest
Hart for murder Tuesday,
more than three weeks after
longtime Santa Rosa resident
Cirak Tesfazgi, 32, was found
dead near the Riley Street
doorway where he often slept,
Santa Rosa Police Sgt. Josh
Ludtke said.
A state lab has also confirmed Hart’s fingerprints
were on a knife near Tesfazgi’s body, Ludtke said.
Hart, who was already in
custody at the Sonoma County Jail, has been charged
with the June 29 attempted
murder of a moviegoer at the
Roxy Theater. Adam Lucero
was stabbed multiple times
but survived. Hart was apprehended within minutes of
that attack, with witnesses
helping officers find him nearby on the Prince Memorial
Greenway, Ludtke said.
Hart has pleaded not guilty
in the case.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT STRUGGLE » OFFICERS ON EDGE

Local police emotional about attacks
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Mendocino County sheriff’s
deputies Sunday were supposed
to remove the black bands from
their badges, a sign of professional solidarity and mourning
worn since five Dallas police
officers were killed in a July 7
sniper attack.
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to another tragedy
But at 8:42 a.m., INSIDE
with no in-between,”
the first panicked re- Amid calls for unity
ports went out on po- after massacre of police Sheriff Tom Allman
said.
lice radios in Baton officers, divided Baton
For a department
Rouge,
Louisiana. Rouge is facing two
that lost one of its
Shots fired, officer different tragedies / B1
own two years ago
down. Another three
uniformed men died in another when Deputy Ricky Del Fiorenattack aimed specifically at po- tino was killed by a fugitive
lice.
“It just went from one tragedy
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TOM FOX / DALLAS MORNING NEWS

The Dallas police color guard stand in front of the pictures of five officers,
who were killed by a gunman, during a memorial service July 12 in Dallas.

GARRY MARSHALL DIES AT 81: Writer and
director behind big hits such as “Happy Days,”
“Laverne & Shirley” and “Pretty Woman” / A11
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